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xcitement abounds in this crafty and creative book. Readers will
receive hands-on instructions to build several different kinds of boats
including a catamaran, a swamp boat, and even a water bug. This
book stimulates the mind and helps young readers excel as they use
determination to create something new and interesting. There are seven projects in this book and many of them can be created with items
that are found around the house. The author is sure to include added
information about each boat so that readers will know more about the
design and the science behind how it works.
Build Your Own Boats is an excellent book for children who love boats,
crafts, and science. Many ages would enjoy this book including young
elementary students as well as teens and even adults. The instructions
for each boat are clear, simple, and to the point. There are also corresponding pictures that provide a visual during the building process.
The boats in this book are not just average boats. They are all interesting and unique. This book is truly a gift to young readers and their parents and teachers as it gets children interested in reading and creating.
Build Your Own Boats is an excellent way to spend quality time with
your children as there are some steps that require assistance from an
adult.
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